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Abstract

In this paper, similar and dissimilar 2A12 and 6061 aluminum alloy

sheets are joined validly by self-piercing riveting, and a quasi-static

experiment is performed to investigate the mechanical behaviors, fail-

ure modes and mechanisms of the joints. Also, a method based

on deep learning algorithm to detect the appearance defects of the

joints is proposed. The results show that the joints with similar
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2A12 sheets contained the best static strength, the joints with simi-

lar 6061 sheets had superior anti-vibration performance, the joints with

6061-2A12 sheets presented the most decent comprehensive mechan-

ical properties. The main failure mode of joints with similar 2A12

sheets was substrate fractured; the main failure mode of the other

joints was pulled-out, and some of them with button-off. The frac-

ture of 2A12 substrate belongs to the composite intergranular and

microporous aggregate fracture. The method effectiveness was veri-

fied by experiments, and method detection accuracy could reach about

90%, and the detection speed was as high as 50FPS, which can effec-

tively solve the problem that riveting quality was difficult to monitor.

Keywords: Self-piercing riveting, microstructure, mechanical properties,
deep learning, appearance detection

1 Introduction

Development and application of aerospace materials represents the compre-
hensive power and technological level of a country. Lightweight, high-strength
and highly reliable aluminum alloy materials are often used in the manufacture
of aircraft. For example: Al-Cu-Mg series hard 2A12 aluminum alloy is widely
used in aerospace and other fields due to its mechanical properties, corrosion
resistance, heat treatment and strengthening, with high strength and stiff-
ness, mainly used for the manufacture of skeleton parts, skin, rivets, wing ribs,
other high-load parts and components [1]; Al-Mg-Si 6061 aluminum alloy has
the advantages of high strength, excellent machinability, corrosion resistance,
oxidation resistance, etc. Therefore, it is widely used in aerospace electronic
products structural parts[2]. However, due to the special physicochemical
properties of aluminum alloys, it is difficult to be joined by traditional spot
welding quickly and efficiently [3]. Self-Piercing Riveting (SPR) has emerged
in recent years, is a new mechanical fastening joining technology suitable for
point joining between lightweight alloy sheet materials [4]. Compared with tra-
ditional spot welding, the strength of the joints is increased by 30%, there is
no thermal deformation at the joint, no splash generation, only an air source
is required, no circulating water cooling is required, and no contaminants are
generated in the whole process. Moreover, the riveting technology has higher
fatigue strength [5]. SPR has become the most significant technology for car
body joining, and there are also great prospects for the joining application of
aircraft skin materials.

Zhao et al. [6, 7] successfully joined TA1 sheet by SPR without introducing
a heat source, and studied the fatigue fracture failure mechanism of the joints.
He et al. [8] conducted a study on the joints with titanium alloy and found that
the static strength of the titanium sheet as the upper sheet of the joint was
higher than that of the lower sheet; Zhang et al. [9] investigated the mechanical
properties of the joints with local softening zone. Lewis et al. [10] proposed
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a new joining process, called double-sided self-piercing riveting, which utilizes
tubular rivets with simple geometry placed between the two pieces to be joined.
Li et.al [11] studied the influence of local frictions on rivet inserting process,
joint features and static lap shear strength by modifying the local surface
of the top sheet around the rivet piercing location with different impression
tools. Huang et al. [12] proposed a SPR method using a flange pipe rivet. This
joining technology can solve the problems of oblique rivet and incorrect rivet
position which are usually found in the SPR with a pipe rivet.

In addition, with the rapid development of artificial intelligence algorithms
in recent years, they have been widely used in mechanical manufacturing [13],
material structure design and performance prediction[14, 15], protein struc-
ture design and prediction [16] and other fields. With the accumulation of raw
data, the process optimization and monitoring by deep learning algorithms
have been widely used in mechanical, material and other fields. For exam-
ple, the remaining useful life (RUL) of mechanical equipment is realized by
convolutional neural networks and recurrent neural networks [17]. and some
scholars use deep learning algorithms to monitor the manufacturing process
[18]. In materials science, the Mask R-CNN algorithm and microstructure fea-
ture tracking are used to characterize the microscopic changes of materials
after being put some stress, which are used to assist in the study of the effects
of microscopic deformation of materials on macroscopic properties [19]. Neural
networks have also been applied in the field of SPR, such as the use of artifi-
cial neural networks (ANNs) to predict the quality of the joints through the
Back Propagation neural network [20]. At present, the riveting quality assess-
ment method is mainly through the force-displacement curve tolerance band
method [21]. However, the tolerance band formed by the upward and down-
ward offset of the qualified for load-displacement curves of the joints is not
only insensitive to lateral displacement andcannot monitor rivet offset, button
cracking, joint cracking, etc., and there is a certain detection blind spot. In the
applications, the appearance quality of the joint is mainly detected by means
of spot checks, which is extremely dependent on the judgment of engineers
and is very easy to leave safety hazards.

Based on preliminary investigation, there are no investigation on self-
piercing riveting for 2A12 aluminum alloy sheet and appearance quality
assessment. In the article, a quasi-static test was performed to study the
mechanical behaviors and failure of the joints with similar and dissimilar 2A12
and 6061 aluminum alloy sheets. Also, proposed an appearance quality eval-
uation method based on deep learning algorithms for real-time detection of
defects in the SPR process. It aims to provide relevant data support for the
research and application of SPR technology in the aerospace field.
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2 Experiment

2.1 Specimen preparation

The substrate materials are 2A12 and 6061 aluminum alloy sheets, and the
dimension of the substrate is 110×20×1.5 mm. The mechanical properties of
the substrates are tested with an MTS CMT4304 microcomputer-controlled
electronic universal testing machine. The tensile rate was 5 mm/min, and the
stress-strain curves of the two sheets were obtained from the experiment, as
shown in Fig.1. There is no obvious yield stage of the sheet in the tensile
process of the substrates.

Fig. 1: Configuration of specimen (dimensions in mm)

SPR experiments were carried out on an EPRN-TF SPR equipment. Spec-
imen preparation complied with welding standard GB-2649. Nominating the
2A12 sheet as Group A and the 6061 sheet as Group B. The rivet length
is 5 mm, and the die is a punch. The riveting quality is monitored online
by the load-travel curve during the riveting process. Joints are cut by wire-
cutting and forming quality evaluation parameters of the joints are measured
with a two-dimensional projector to obtains the optimal riveting parameters
through repeated tests. The SAA (2A12-2A12), SAB (2A12-6061), SBA (6061-
2A12) and SBB (6061-6061) joints were prepared, 6 specimens each group
respectively, for the quasi-static tests. Specimen geometry is shown in Fig.2.

Fig. 2: Geometry of the specimen
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2.2 Quasi-static testing

Quasi-static testing was carried out on the testing machine. The specific
method is as follows: the gasket added at both ends of the specimen to reduce
the impact of the additional torque caused by the force misalignment of the
specimen; Considering the stability of the static properties, each group used
6 specimens for testing, and the test tensile rate was set to 5 mm/min. The
load-displacement curves of the joints, as shown in Fig.3. The student’s t
distribution was chosen to verify the test data, and eliminated the dashed
line invalid specimen.Fig.3 shows that the elastic deformation of the joints
occurred with the increasing shear load in the first stage, and the distribution
of each curve in this stage was concentrated. The peak load of The SBB joints
nearly presented in the 2.5 mm position, while that of The SAA joints occurred
near 1.5 mm position. The SAA joints quickly entered the failure stage after
the elastic deformation, but SBB joints had obvious plastic deformation stage
and finally joined the failure stage, and the final failure displacement of the
SBB joints was larger than that of the SAA joints. Peak load position of the
SBA and SAB joints was similar, both were around 2.5 mm, and the final fail-
ure displacement of the joints was also relatively similar, both were between
3.5 mm and 4.5 mm, the difference was that the SBA joints had a shorter
plastic deformation stage.

Fig. 3: Quasi-static test results of the joints
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3 Test results and analysis

3.1 Appearance quality assessment method

Based on Yolov5 algorithm to achieve SPR appearance defect detection
method, as shown in Fig.4. Obtaining the joint images by a visual sensing
device, wherein defect types of the joints includes failed riveting, repeated riv-
eting, overly riveting, button cracking, sheet cracking and so on. Expanding
the data in a data-enhancing method, such as rotation, color transformation,
random cropping, etc., can effectively improve data diversity to ensure the
generalization ability of the algorithm. The expanded data was labeled, and
then the labeled data was randomly divided into training sets, verification sets,
and test sets, accounting for 70%, 15%, and 15%, respectively. The training
set and the verification set were used for the training and verification of the
algorithm, with a total of 500 epochs for training. The algorithm used in this
research belongs to the supervised learning algorithm, that is, the labeled data
is used to train the network model, and the error between the prediction of
the model and the true value was used as the loss value. Updating the data of
each layer through backpropagation. After continuous learning, found the opti-
mal solution of the entire hypothetical space, and the network model finally
acquired the ability to identify various defects. The accuracy changes curve
of the training that the accuracy is finally stable at 90%; the results of the
test are analyzed, and the accuracy of the algorithm for the untrained image
recognition is more than 80%, and the detection speed of the algorithm is as
high as 50 Frame Per Second (FPS), which had good real-time performance.
In conclusion, appearance quality evaluation method of SPR joints based on
Yolov5 not only has high detection accuracy, but also contains a fast detec-
tion speed, so the appearance defect supervision method of the joints based
on deep learning algorithm will effectively solve the safety hazards caused by
riveting defects.

Fig. 4: Schematic diagram of Yolov5 self-punching riveting appearance
defect detection
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3.2 Behavior analysis

Comparison chart of forming quality parameters of the joints, as shown in
Fig.5. Interlock difference value of the joints with similar sheet is only 0.02
mm, while rivet head height and bottom remaining thickness of the SAA joints
are larger than those of the SBB joints. Due to the strength of the 2A12 sheet
is greater than that of the 6061 sheet, and the rivet is not easy to pierce when
the SAA joint is formed, compared with the SBB joint. A rivet of the SBB
joint penetrate deeper and form a mechanical interlock structure under the
action of bottom mold, so the difference between the two interlock values of
the joints were small. Interlock value, rivet head height and bottom residual
thickness of the SBA joints are larger than those of the SAB joints, thus greater
lateral plastic deformation occurs. After a rivet of SBA joint pierced the upper
sheet, the residual impulse makes it difficult to penetrate into the relatively
strong 2A12 aluminum alloy, and rivet shank produces greater lateral plastic
deformation.

Fig. 5: Forming quality parameters of the joints

The average of peak load, failure displacement and energy absorption of the
joints are listed in Table.1. The SAA joints have the highest static strength
because it has better interlock value, and the strength of the 2A12 substrates
is also higher than that of the 6061 substrates. The SBB joints have a low
interlock value, but contain the best anti-vibration performance, due to the
excellent ductility of the 6061 substrates. The static strength and vibration
resistance of the SBA joints are superior to the SAB joints, owing to the SBA
joints have the most excellent interlock value and bottom residual thickness.
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Table 1: Static properties of the joints

SAA SBB SAB SBA

Average of peak load /N 6652 5134 5234 5822
Average of failure displacement /mm 1.89 4.78 3.47 3.74

Average of energy absorption /J 7.58 16.26 11.30 15.42

3.3 Failure analysis

Typical failure modes of joints are shown in Fig.6. It can be seen from static
experiment results that the main failure mode of the SAA joint was the upper
sheet fractured (4 specimens), and 1 specimen failed in the lower sheet and
pulled-out with button-off, indicating that the interlock strength of the joints
is higher than that of the substrate. Meanwhile, due to the high brittleness of
the 2A12 substrate, cracks and defects were prone to appear on the substrates
during the riveting process.

The main failure modes of the other joints were pulled-out. 1 specimen
of SAB joint fractured in the lower sheet. 3 specimens of The SBA joints
presented pulled-out with button-off. The pulled-out failure indicated that the
mechanical interlock structure of the joints was damaged, and the rivet was
pulled out from the substrate, which was attributed to the good plasticity of
the 6061 sheet. The button-off was caused by cracks or defects easily generated
during the riveting process when 2A12 was used as the lower sheet, and the
cracks or defects were further enlarged during the quasi-static tests.

Fig. 6: Typical failure modes of the joints
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Scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to conduct microscopic
analysis of each typical failure mode and pulled-out with button-off composite
failure specimens of SBA joint, upper sheet failure specimens of SAA joint and
lower sheet failure specimen of SAB joint were selected. Fig.7 shows that SEM
analysis of pulled-out with button-off failure of the SBA joint, 4 areas of the
most severe macroscopic damage on the joint were selected for SEM analysis.
The area A is the tensile direction, as shown in Fig.7(a). Area A and C reveal
that obvious gray and white striped marks, which are typical scratch mor-
phologies, as revealed in Fig.7(a) and 7(c). The gray part is metal oxide of
2A12 aluminum alloy, and the white part is the 2A12 aluminum alloy after the
metal oxide was removed. Area D presents a small number of dimples, which
indicating plastic deformation existed in the area, as exhibited in Fig.7(d).
There is no obvious topography, as shown in Fig.7(b). And the metal oxide
layer is well preserved. Compared with the 4 figures, the scratch and plastic
deformation in the area A were the most serious, followed by the area C and
D, and the plastic deformation is almost invisible in the area B. It can be
concluded that the rivet gradually shifted in the direction of area A and C
during the static experiment, and was finally completely pulled-out near area
A. It shows that the lower sheet of the SAA joint had undergone great plas-
tic deformation, and the mechanical interlock structure of the joint has been
destroyed, which is also consistent with the macroscopic failure morphology
of the joint.

Fig. 7: SEM analysis of pulled-out with button-off of the joints

SEM analysis of upper sheet fracture of the joints, as shown in Fig.8.
Fig.8(a) reveals that area A of the fracture could not be found any brittle or
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ductile fracture characteristics, the area was composed of a large number of
flat and smooth shear surfaces, indicating that the fracture of the specimen
was mainly subjected to shear stress. Fig.8(b) presents that area B of the
fracture existed a large area of stone-like morphology with different shapes
and sizes, which belongs to the typical along-crystal fracture characteristic,
and it is a brittle fracture. A small number of micropores and tear edges can
be seen in the area C of Fig.8(c), which belongs to the ductile fracture. It
shows that there is a large area of brittle fracture and local ductile fracture in
the area B. The above analysis results show that the stress during the fracture
of the forming area of the mechanical lock structure is the shear stress. The
mechanical lock strength of the SAA joint is greater than the tensile strength
of the substrate, and the fracture at the edge of the upper plate is generally
brittle fracture, but there is also local toughness fracture. It can be found that
the stress in the forming area of the interlock structure was shear stress, the
interlock strength of the SAA joint is greater than the tensile strength of the
sheet, and the fracture at the edge of the upper sheet was generally brittle
fracture, but there were also local ductile fractures.

Fig. 8: SEM analysis of upper sheet fracture of the joints

SEM analysis of lower sheet fracture of the joints, as presented in Fig.9.
Fig.9(a) shows that micropores and tearing edges presented in area A of the
fracture, and the surface deformation of the fracture was quite severe, and the
shear lip was clearly visible. It belongs to the microporous aggregate fracture.
Fig.9(b) reveals that a large amount of coating attached to the surface of
the lower sheet, indicating that there is a large degree of friction between
the lower sheet and rivet. Fig.9(c) exhibits that several large cracks were
obviously found in the area C, which illustrating that the area is subjected
to a larger force and the deformation is more serious. Fig.9(d) demonstrates
that a small number of semi-elliptical dimples were distributed in the area
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D, which is generated from the action of shear stress, and belongs to shear
fracture. It can be concluded that the joint was first torn near the edge, and
the lower sheet fracture process is marked with a red arrow in the figure.

Fig. 9: SEM analysis of lower sheet fracture of the joints

4 Conclusion

In this research, similar and dissimilar 2A12 and 6061 aluminum alloy sheets
was joined validly by self-piercing riveting. The joints with similar 2A12 sheets
contained the best static strength, the joints with similar 6061 sheets had supe-
rior anti-vibration performance, the joints with 6061-2A12 sheets presented
the most decent comprehensive mechanical properties. The main failure mode
of joints with similar 2A12 sheets was substrate fracture; and the main failure
mode of the other joints were pulled-out, and some of them with button-off.
The fracture of 2A12 substrate belongs to the composite intergranular and
microporous aggregate fracture. Also, a real-time detection method for the
riveting appearance defects in different scales, brightness and rotation sce-
narios based on deep learning algorithm was proposed and realized, and the
method effectiveness was verified by experiments. The detection accuracy of
the method could reach about 90%, and the detection speed was as high as
50FPS, which can effectively solve the problem that the riveting quality was
difficult to monitor.
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